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Discretionary mechanisms and cooperation in hierarchies: 

An experimental study

This paper experimentally investigates the effects of managerial discretion over organizational inputs and –

outputs on cooperation levels in a novel hierarchical public goods game. We observe treatment differences 

suggesting that while the introduction of hierarchy improves contribution levels vis-à-vis a baseline without 

hierarchy, certain combinations of discretionary contribution (the extent to which managers can 

contribute) and discretionary rewards (the type of share accruing to the manager) are significantly more 

efficacious than others. We further detect evidence in certain treatments of managers engaging in 

“strategic luring” i.e. nudging workers into contributing more by sacrificing their own returns in early 

rounds, only to expropriate the value of the public good in later stages of the game. Discretionary 

mechanisms may thereby constrain the scope of managerial opportunism.  

1. Introduction 

The installation of managers as a means of fostering worker cooperation is a common feature of 

hierarchical organizations (March & Simon, 1958; Liu et al., 2012). Managers are ordinarily granted 

discretionary rights over inputs (i.e. the allocation of resources) and outputs (i.e. the distribution of 

benefits) in order to stimulate the cooperation of workers, who are otherwise inherently predisposed to 

shirk in joint production settings (Alchian & Demsetz, 1972; Gill et al., 2013). As such, managerial 

discretion may promote the greater good of the organization (Van Vugt et al., 2004), and ultimately, its 

residual claimants (Drouvelis et al., 2015). 

However, the allocation of such discretionary rights creates opportunities both for managerial 

shirking on the input side (by choosing to contribute incommensurably to group production) and/or 

misappropriation on the output side (by disproportionately remunerating themselves at the expense of 



  

others). The prospect of self-serving managers has indeed long been recognized by principal-agent 

theorists (Jensen & Meckling, 1976) and organizational scholars concerned with the ramifications of 

opportunistic leadership on worker morale and performance outcomes (Einarsen et al., 2007; Liu et al., 

2012). The effects of managers advancing their own interests at the expense of their subordinates is 

increasing coming under the purview of experimentalists in both the economic- and social 

psychological literatures (e.g. Balliet et al., 2011; Drouvelis et al., 2015). Preliminary experimental 

studies suggest that endowing delegated managers with such discretionary rights would appear to 

provoke resentment, incite disobedience, and so forth (Nikiforakis et al., 2014; Cappelen et al., 2016), 

which not only undermines worker cooperative propensities, but ultimately sabotages the interests of 

the organization itself, and thereby, its residual claimant shareholders (Einarsen et al., 2007). This 

raises the question of how to design discretionary mechanisms in hierarchical organizations in order to 

circumscribe the scope of managerial self-seeking behavior vis-à-vis their subordinates. 

While the topic is meriting increased interest among experimental economists, prior studies have 

either focused solely on organizational inputs (e.g. Falk & Kosfeld, 2006; Harrell & Simpson, 2015) or 

-outputs (e.g. Wit & Wilke, 1988; Van der Heijden et al., 2009; Drouvelis et al., 2017; Van Leeuwen et 

al., 2018). Accordingly, prior experimental designs do not necessarily reflect real-world hierarchical 

settings where managers are often entrusted with discretionary powers over both inputs and outputs in 

an effort to boost team output. The aim of this study is therefore to design an experiment which allows 

us to study these discretionary managerial rights on cooperation. We do so by combining analysis that 

tests predictions, based on the partial preliminary results of prior research, with an exploratory analysis 

that examines in greater detail the role of discretionary mechanisms. 

To study the effect of managerial discretion on rank-and-file group member cooperation, we devised 

a controlled laboratory experiment, the novel “hierarchical public goods game” (HPGG) as an 



  

extension to the canonical public goods game (PGG)1. In effect, the public good represents the 

boundaries of the organization through which inputs and outputs flow. The HPGG modifies the PGG 

by incorporating two hierarchical parameters: First, “discretionary contribution” which can be either 

“present” (i.e. managers2 are allowed to contribute to the public good) or “absent” (i.e. managers are 

prevented from contributing), which allows us to examine workers reactions to a situation in which the 

manager can benefit from the proceeds of the public good, without contributing to it. Secondly, 

“discretionary return” which can either be “static” (i.e. managers either receive a fixed share of the 

proceeds) or “dynamic” (i.e. managers have full discretion over the distribution of the public good and 

can self-determine their own share), which enables us to investigate the effects of allowing managers 

the opportunity to disadvantageously self-remunerate. This results in four HPGG treatments: PD 

(present, dynamic), PS (present, static), AD (absent, dynamic), and AS (absent, static). The HPGG thus 

allows us to disentangle two central aspects of organizational hierarchy i.e. the discretionary 

mechanisms of contribution and return, on the ability of managers to elicit more cooperative outcomes.  

The treatments are based on observations that reflect real-world organizational realities. The PD 

treatment can represent franchise agreements, where franchisees (effectively independent contractors) 

have high-powered incentives to work hard (to recoup lump-sum fees to the franchisor), yet the 

capacity for self-remuneration often has resulted in noncompliance with labor market practices, as 

manifest in, for example, docking hours and wage theft of workers who are typically low-paid, highly 

fragmented and poorly-organized (Adams, 2018; Ji & Weil, 2015). Archetypical organizations facing 

1 In the PGG, group members simultaneously decide how much of a given endowment to privately retain and how much to 
contribute to a public good, with all public good contributions being doubled and then divided equally to all requisite group 
members regardless of their respective contributions.
2 For expositional purposes, we refer to the hierarchically superior as “manager” and the residual subordinate group 
members as “workers”.    



  

PS conditions could be entrepreneurial start-ups, where founders/owners characteristically work long 

hours (inputs of “sweat equity”), yet frequently exercise self-sacrifice (only extracting modest amounts 

out of the business) in order to have the surplus to hire talented workers (e.g. sales managers, software 

developers) necessary for new venture growth (Bhide, 1996). AD reflects a situation where managers 

may have the inclination to shirk and have the opportunity for self-remuneration. This characterizes 

family owner-manager firms. There is a body of literature (e.g. Lubatkin et al., 2005; Dyer & Whetten, 

2006) which argues that, on the one hand, the prevalence of the “dark side of parental altruism” in 

family firms, where children are hired as managers (often during succession) without having the 

necessary skills or qualities, results in managerial free-riding and shirking in family owner-manager 

firms. On the other hand, family owner-manager firms, based on concentrated ownership where owner-

manager residual claimants are less constrained in their actions (typically unaccountable to an 

independent board/shareholders), and thereby have unchallenged discretion over the use of the firm´s 

resources. Finally, the AS treatment encapsulates the situation of managers in public-sector 

organizations, whose salaries are typically fixed by the respective ministry and are not entitled to retain 

cost savings or revenue increases for personal use (Frant, 1996), and thereby may be more inclined to 

reduce own effort expended by hiring support staff etc. (Khuntia & Suar, 2004; Van der Heijden et al., 

2009). 

The paper offers four findings. First, our experimental results show that the introduction of 

hierarchy clearly matters. Average contribution shares in all four HPGG treatments exceeded those of 

the (non-hierarchical) baseline, and indeed were even insensitive to typical end-game effects in three of 

the four treatments. Second, while there was considerably less variation between the various HPGG 

treatments, we show that certain combinations of discretionary contributions and -rewards are more 

efficacious than others in fostering cooperation. Specifically, discretionary contributions are more 



  

effective than discretionary returns at sustaining cooperation in endgame situations. Furthermore, AD 

was the worst-performing HPGG treatment, indicating the marked reticence of workers to contribute in 

situation where managers were afforded distributive discretion without contributing to the public good. 

Third, we find that managers in the dynamic treatments appear to engage in “strategic luring” in which 

they either self-sacrifice in earlier rounds to nudge workers into making higher contributions, only to 

expropriate the value of the public good in later rounds, or leverage their discretionary powers to 

misappropriate throughout the game. Finally, we show that managers opportunistic behavior, i.e. the 

way they shirk and disproportionately reward themselves by enjoying on average higher receiving 

shares than their subordinates, alters depending on the specific discretionary mechanisms with which 

the HPGG operates. 

Our study contributes to the debate as to whether managerial discretion has a galvanising or 

detrimental effect on the willingness of workers to cooperate by examining the effect of affording 

managers discretionary rights over both inputs (discretionary contributions) and outputs (discretionary 

returns) on contribution levels in a multi-period HPGG, and elucidating how specific combinations of 

hierarchical discretionary mechanisms facilitate cooperation and alter the scope of managerial 

opportunism. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present the related literature, 

while in Section 3, we describe the HPGG experimental design and procedures. In Section 4, we 

present our experimental results, which are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.   

2. Related Literature 

Over recent years, there has been a burgeoning number of experimental studies into the effect of 

leadership on group cooperation. The field is characterized by an ongoing controversy as to whether 



  

organization design that allocates certain discretionary rights to managers has beneficial or deleterious 

consequences for group-level cooperation. On the one hand, the findings of a number of experimental 

studies suggest that the introduction of leaders (altering the structure of a simultaneous PGG to a 

sequential, two-stage game) allows first-mover leaders to “lead by example” and thus signal the value 

of the public good, typically inducing significantly higher contributions from second-mover workers 

than in the baseline standard PGG (Levati et al., 2007; Jack & Recalde 2014; Keuschnigg & Schikora, 

2014; Sutter & Rivas, 2014; Harrell & Simpson, 2015; Sahin et al., 2015; Frackenpohl et al., 2016). 

Followers condition their level of cooperation on the previous contributions of their leaders (Güth et 

al., 2007). This positive reciprocity effect is most salient if the leaders exhibit self-sacrificing behavior. 

For example, Glöckner et al. (2010) found that exogenously-determined “privileged players” (facing 

preferential marginal per capita returns) in full information settings were able to elicit high follower 

contributions through self-sacrifice. Indeed, leading by example can also trigger positive reciprocity 

and raise contributions and aggregate earnings under asymmetric information settings, where only the 

leader knows the benefits accruing from public good provision (Potters et al., 2007). Furthermore, there 

are several social psychological studies which view leadership as a potential structural solution to 

social dilemmas. Specifically, studies in this genre attest to the positive relationship between worker 

perceptions of leader status, style, ability, and selflessness and a group´s voluntary provision of a public 

good. For example, De Cremer and Van Vugt (2002) found that subjects´ belief in the ability of leaders 

to entice fellow group members to forego self-interest (thereby solving the social dilemma) curtailed 

freeriding behavior. Relatedly, De Cremer and van Knippenberg (2003) and De Cremer et al. (2005) 

reported that follower perceptions of leader fairness increased the former´s proclivity to cooperate, 

while Kumru and Vesterlund (2010) observed that merely designating individuals as first-mover 



  

leaders (on the basis of their ability in a trivia quiz) enhanced their status in the eyes of their followers, 

and was sufficient to elicit higher follower contributions. 

On the other hand, other experimental studies highlight the adverse effects of bestowing managers 

with discretionary powers. For example, Nikiforakis et al. (2014) reported that endowing managers 

with discretionary power over the allocation of pooled performance bonuses contravened subordinate 

aversion to inequality, leading to disobedience and lower cooperation levels, while Wit and Wilke 

(1988) observed that appointed leaders who overpaid themselves from the proceeds of the common 

pool rapidly lost the endorsement of the regular group members. In a similar vein, Balliet et al. (2011) 

reported that centralized hierarchies had an adverse effect on cooperation as underlings reacted 

negatively to perceived power asymmetries and related association of powerful individuals with the 

promotion of self-interest goals. Similarly, Falk and Kosfeld (2006) found that attempts by principals to 

control agents by restricting their choice set (i.e. limiting their autonomy) had an adverse effect of the 

latter´s proclivity to cooperate. Cappelen et al. (2016) and Aquino et al. (1992) respectively observed 

that increasing the compensation given to the leader or allowing the leader to benefit without 

contributing attenuated cooperation by contravening distributive fairness and equality norms. 

Other studies have focused on what type of leadership behavior emerges from endowing managers 

with discretionary power to allocate team outputs Van der Heijden et al. (2009) find that team leaders, 

who determine their team members’ shares, significantly improve team performance – with most team 

leaders omitting the possibility to shirk. Drouvelis et al. (2017) found that leaders who were entitled to 

allocate team member shares were able to raise cooperation levels but at the cost of having significant 

differences between team member and team leader final earnings. These findings suggest that managers 

are inclined to dupe their workers into higher contributions, and thereby can lead workers to more 

efficient outcomes, but with the purpose of appropriating an own surplus from the higher levels of team 



  

output. In other studies, workers appear to anticipate the prospect of managerial loafing. Van Leeuwen 

et al. (2018) found that affording managers total discretion over the division of team output created 

apprehension among workers of potential managerial opportunism, which would contravene their sense 

of distributive justice (Aquino et al., 1992), thereby resulting in decreased worker contributions. 

The existing literature has therefore mixed findings concerning the role of discretionary rights that 

can be assigned within a hierarchy. Furthermore, we see that the prior literature largely examined 

leaders as first-movers, rather than second-movers, which may not adequately represent the reality 

faced by the above-mentioned archetypical organizations. In addition, existing research predominantly 

examined input or output, thereby ignoring that all common goods are ultimately defined by their 

boundaries and the flows that cross these boundaries based on observable behavior of team members 

and team leaders/managers. In our study, we systematically examine how managerial discretion over 

flows of both inputs and outputs influences cooperative behavior. For inputs, or contributions, prior 

literature allows us to derive behavioral predictions (see below) which we then examine in the analysis. 

For outputs, or receiving shares, prior literature suggests that managers will appropriate more than 

workers in situations in which managers are imbued with full discretionary powers. However, the 

ambivalent prior findings concerning limited managerial discretionary rights preclude clear ex ante 

expectations, and therefore the subsequent analysis will be exploratory. 

3. Experimental Design and Procedures

We conduct a baseline PGG and four HPGG treatments. All are dynamic public good games3 with 

one-time initial endowments. In all treatments, subjects are randomly and anonymously allocated to 

3 In contrast to the standard PGG (where endowments, contributions and distributed returns take place in an intra-round 
context), subjects in dynamic public goods games (Cadigan et al., 2011; Grolleau et al., 2016) typically receive a sole initial 



  

groups of four. In the baseline PGG, each individual i endowed with a fixed endowment Ei,1  must 

decide simultaneously and privately the share mi,1 to be allocated to the public good at time period t1, 

with the amount Ei,1 - mi,1  being retained in a private account (with the individual i being the sole 

beneficiary). The sum of the individual contributions to the public good is doubled by the experimenter 

before being divided equally among the group members, regardless of their respective contributions. 

Adapted from Isaac and Walker (1988), the payoff function for player i is given by   

[1]𝜋𝑖 =  𝐸𝑖,1 + ∑𝜋𝑖,𝑡 ‒ ∑𝑚𝑖,𝑡 + ∑1
𝑛𝐺(𝑚𝑖,𝑡 + ∑𝑚𝑗,𝑡)

where n is the group size, G( ) is the function that maps group contributions to individual payoffs, and 

∑mj represents the contributions of all other persons within a group. In all time periods following t1, 

individual i will then have the initial endowment from the first round Ei,1 plus all prior returns and 

minus all prior contributions, i.e.  as the resource that the individual can  𝐸𝑖,1 + ∑𝑡 ‒ 1
1 𝜋𝑖,𝑡 ‒ ∑𝑡 ‒ 1

1 𝑚𝑖,𝑡 

contribute to the common good. This mirrors real-world organizations since it allows all group 

members to reinvest private earnings from joint production. 

We additionally implemented four HPGG treatments in a 2 x 2 factorial design. Given the crucial 

role of managers in presiding over both inputs and outputs (Hart, 1989) in order to foster the 

cooperation of individuals in the hierarchy, we experimentally manipulate two features of managerial 

endowment which accumulates over time as a function of the payoff distributions in foregoing periods. As such, each 
individual benefits from the contributions of fellow group members which are carried over from previous rounds (i.e. in an 
inter-temporal context). By invoking a dynamic public goods game design with a relatively small, one-time endowment, it 
purposefully creates the conditions under which individuals are incentivized to cooperate to enjoy earnings from the public 
good over longer periods of time. In this regard, the present study exhibits similarities to the design of Gächter et al. (2017), 
which investigates the effect of endogenously-generated endowment inequality based on dynamic interdependencies across 
rounds, albeit in a non-hierarchical setting.     



  

discretion: on the input side, discretionary contribution (either present or absent), and on the output 

side, discretionary return (either static or dynamic). When discretionary contribution is “present”, 

managers enjoy complete discretion over the proportion of their endowment to be contributed to the 

pot, whereas in “absent” treatments, managers are refrained from making any contribution (simulating 

complete shirking). In settings where discretionary returns are “static”, managers are not afforded any 

opportunity to self-reward from the proceeds of team output other than 25% (mirroring the equal share 

of the standard PGG), while in the “dynamic” treatments, managers face no such restrictions, and 

thereby have complete discretion over the division of the team output to all team members, including 

themselves.   

This yields four HPGG treatment variations: AS, AD, PS, PD, as portrayed in Table 1.

TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE 

The payoff for the worker i who is the subordinate of manager k and who works with co-workers j in 

the HPGG treatments is shown in equation 2.  

[2]𝜋𝑖 =  𝐸𝑖,1 + ∑𝜋𝑖,𝑡 ‒ ∑𝑚𝑖,𝑡 + ∑𝑠𝑖,𝑡 𝐺 (𝑚𝑖,𝑡 +  𝑚𝑘,𝑡 + ∑𝑚𝑗,𝑡)

where Ei,1 is the endowment that is available to a worker i in the first time period t1. In all following 

time periods the resource available for contributions at time t is . Hence,  𝐸𝑖,1 + ∑𝑡 ‒ 1
1 𝜋𝑖,𝑡 ‒ ∑𝑡 ‒ 1

1 𝑚𝑖,𝑡

worker contributions mi,t are bound by   and worker receiving 0 ≤ 𝑚𝑖,𝑡 ≤  [ 𝐸𝑖,1 + ∑𝑡 ‒ 1
1 𝜋𝑖,𝑡 ‒ ∑𝑡 ‒ 1

1 𝑚𝑖,𝑡]
shares  , determined by second-mover managers, are bound by   with 𝑠𝑖,𝑡 0 ≤ 𝑠𝑖,𝑡 ≤ 1 , 𝑠𝑖,𝑡 +  𝑠𝑘,𝑡 +  ∑𝑠𝑗,𝑡



  

 in all time periods and for all treatments. ∑mj,t represents the contributions of the co-workers and = 1

 their receiving shares in time period t.  ∑𝑠𝑗,𝑡

The payoff function for the manager k is defined by equation 3. 

[3]𝜋𝑘 =  𝐸𝑘,1 + ∑𝜋𝑘,𝑡 ‒ ∑𝑚𝑘,𝑡 +  ∑𝑠𝑘,𝑡 𝐺 (𝑚𝑘,𝑡 + ∑𝑚𝑖,𝑡)

When discretionary contribution is present, a manager k may voluntarily and deliberately decide the 

share mk,1 of a given endowment Ek,1, which is equal to the workers endowment (Ek,1 = Ei,1), to 

contribute to the public good at time t1. In all following time periods, the resource available for 

contributions at time t is . Hence, the managerial contribution to the public  𝐸𝑘,1 + ∑𝑡 ‒ 1
1 𝜋𝑘,𝑡 ‒ ∑𝑡 ‒ 1

1 𝑚𝑘,𝑡

good is bound by or all time periods. In the treatments in 0 ≤ 𝑚𝑘,𝑡 ≤ [ 𝐸𝑘,1 + ∑𝑡 ‒ 1
1 𝜋𝑘,𝑡 ‒ ∑𝑡 ‒ 1

1 𝑚𝑘,𝑡] f

which discretionary contributions are absent, Ek,1 = 0 and mk,t = 0, such that managers, without be able to 

actively contribute to the common pool, only may benefit from the proceeds that workers create though 

their common good contributions. In this regard, it should be noted that while four players may 

contribute in the “present” settings, only three players (i.e. the workers) may contribute in the settings 

in which discretionary contributions are “absent”.   

When discretionary returns are static, managerial share received sk,t is fixed at 25%, with the 

managers having discretion over the distribution of the remaining 75% to three workers i (i.e. ∑𝑠𝑖,𝑡

). In both treatments in which discretionary returns are dynamic, , which allows = 0.75 0 ≤ 𝑠𝑘,𝑡 ≤ 1

managers the option to freely distribute the public good among all four group members, with 𝑠𝑘,𝑡 +  

. In this case, the manager is able to shirk and misappropriate.  ∑𝑠𝑖,𝑡 = 1



  

On the basis of the above, we derive the following behavioral predictions. Based on the insights 

pertaining to conditional cooperation (Güth et al., 2007), we contend that settings in which the 

managers benefit without contributing (i.e. the “absent” treatments AS and AD), worker contribution 

levels will be lower than in the treatments where discretionary contribution is present. In other words, 

workers will be inclined to positively reciprocate any non-zero contributions by managers, whilst will 

be likely to exhibit negative reciprocity (i.e. withholding contributions) when managerial contributions 

are set at zero. As such, we would expect the following ordering: PD, PS >AD, AS. 

Furthermore, prior literature on conditional cooperation would similarly predict that when 

discretionary contributions are present, worker contributions will be higher in the dynamic treatment 

than in the static treatment (i.e. PD > PS). First-mover workers would likely be more inclined to 

contribute more, if they knew that managers had the option to sacrifice some of their own payouts in 

order to reward, and thereby, encourage continued worker cooperation. 

Analogously, models of inequity aversion (Fehr & Schmidt, 1999) and worker perceptions of 

distributive fairness (Aquino et al., 1992) would lead us to hypothesize that in settings in which 

discretionary contributions are absent (simulating full managerial shirking), contributions will be likely 

higher in the static setting. In situations of full managerial shirking by design, workers will be 

especially wary of managers empowered with full discretionary rights over the distribution of outputs 

(Wit & Wilke, 1988; Nikiforakis et al., 2014), and as a consequence, contribute lower amounts. Hence, 

we would predict the following order: AS > AD. Taken together, we thus conjecture that the average 

amount contributed in the various treatments will be as follows: PD > PS > AS > AD. 

The experiment was conducted in the experimental laboratory of a large public university. A total of 

368 subjects participated in the experiment. The number of subjects is based on sample sizes in prior 

studies (Güth et al., 2007; Levati et al., 2007) that also used, at the extreme, an exclusion mechanism 



  

that allowed leader/managers to exclude a worker from participating in receiving any rewards in a 

given round (in our study, the manager would then decide a worker’s receiving share to be ).4 𝑠𝑖,𝑡 = 0

The subjects were recruited among the general student population and randomly assigned to one of five 

treatments in a between-subjects design: 40 subjects participated in the baseline, while at least 80 

subjects took part in each of the four HPGG treatments (i.e. at least 20 managers and 60 workers). Each 

subject participated in only one treatment, in groups of four with fixed identifiers over an ex ante 

known ten-round period. The roles of workers and managers were randomly assigned in the four 

HPGG treatments and remained unchanged throughout the experimental session.

Upon arrival at the lab, students received randomly-assigned identification code numbers, signed 

consent forms, drew their designated cubicle number, and completed pre-experimental questionnaires. 

Communication was strictly forbidden. All experimental interactions were computer mediated using a 

software program specifically developed to facilitate this experiment, and the computer terminals were 

located in partitioned private cubicles. Instructions were provided paper-based in front of the screens 

and were tailored for the various treatments and the two roles (see Appendix). Participants then 

privately answered several control questions to explicitly demonstrate that they had understood the 

nature of the task. Subjects had the opportunity to ask the instructors clarification questions in private. 

The experiment started when everyone had answered their test questions correctly and had no further 

questions. 

4 As outlined above, several aspects of our experimental design differ significantly from previous studies. The studies that 
are closest to our experimental design invoke an exclusion mechanism that allows leaders to exclude followers in the next 
round. Comparing baseline with treatment conditions (i.e. with fixed, non-rotating leaders) shows medium to high effect 
sizes e.g. in Güth et al. (2007) with an effect size of 0.85 and Levati et al. (2007) with an effect size of 0.67. As we also 
implement an exclusion mechanism, where managers can exclude subordinates from receiving returns, we expect similar 
effect sizes in our study. Estimated samples sizes based on these medium-high effect sizes are rather low (N=8 with 4 per 
group based on data from Güth et al. (2007), and N=14 with 7 per group based on data from Levati et al. (2007)), and we 
therefore used sample sizes that consider these estimations and are similar to those used by Güth et al. (2007) and Levati et 
al. (2007).



  

In the first round, subjects received an endowment of 12 tokens, which paid the equivalent of 1.8 

U.S. cents (similar to stake sizes of comparable studies such as Ambrus and Greiner (2012)). Note that 

due to the structure of the game, with only a one-time endowment in the first time period, the 

possibility of reinvesting prior earnings from all earlier rounds as the only way to increase earnings, 

created the opportunity to leverage compound effects in later rounds. This could significantly rise and 

offer substantial rewards for the subjects. Managers and workers were equally equipped with a 

calculator in order to have the opportunity to calculate their responses. Second-mover managers were 

then informed of the decisions of their respective workers prior to deciding how to share the proceeds. 

The experiment was based on full information, with all prior and current-round contributions and 

returns accruing to all other group members on a round-by-round basis being displayed for all to see. 

Each experimental session lasted approximately 30 minutes. Cash payments in the form of university 

cafeteria vouchers were made privately, and subjects earned an average of the equivalent of U.S. 

$15.07 including the show-up fee (see also Table 2). 

4. Experimental Results   

We structure the results section as follows. First, in section 4.1, we report findings on the effect of 

hierarchy on average contribution shares of managers and workers over time across the various 

treatments. Second, we present results for accumulated earnings and receiving shares for both 

managers and workers temporally and by treatment (in Section 4.2). 

For the analysis we use the following variables. Discretionary contributions and Discretionary 

returns are binary variables indicating the treatments.  Contribution share is a proportional measure on 

the input side. It is a continuous variable between zero and one and refers to the percentage of 



  

endowment contributed to the public good in the first round and to the percentage of an individual’s 

accumulated earnings (i.e. total number of tokens in a given round) contributed to the public good in all 

subsequent rounds. Formally, it is defined as   for workers and 𝑐𝑖,𝑡 =  
𝑚𝑖,𝑡

 [𝐸𝑖,1 + ∑𝑡 ‒ 1
1 𝜋𝑖,𝑡 ‒ ∑𝑡 ‒ 1

1 𝑚𝑖,𝑡] 
𝑐𝑘,𝑡 =  

 for managers. When discretionary contributions are absent (AD and AS), the 
𝑚𝑘,𝑡

 [𝐸𝑘,1 + ∑𝑡 ‒ 1
1 𝜋𝑘,𝑡 ‒ ∑𝑡 ‒ 1

1 𝑚𝑘,𝑡] 

manager does not contribute in any round and . Receiving share is a proportional measure on 𝑐𝑘,𝑡 =  0

the output side. It is a continuous variable between zero and one and resembles the share of the public 

good that is given to the workers or the manager. It is defined as . As behavior in time t may 𝑠𝑡 =  
𝜋𝑡

𝐺 ∑𝑚𝑡

influence behavior in t+1, we also use Prior receiving share as an additional variable; it resembles the 

Receiving share of the prior round and captures that one person’s contributions in a given round may 

be dependent on the amount returned by the manager to this person in the prior round. When 

discretionary returns are static (PS and AS), the manager receives  in all rounds. The 𝑠𝑘,𝑡 = 0.25

variable Manager is a binary variable that identifies a group’s manager. The variable Round refers to 

the trial number and ranges from one to ten. 

4.1. The Effect of Hierarchy on Contribution Shares

4.1.1. Hierarchy vs. Baseline over Time 

Figure 1 shows how the average contribution shares evolved through the ten rounds of the four 

HPGG treatments vis-à-vis the non-hierarchical baseline PGG. We observe that average contribution 

shares in all HPGG treatments exceed the baseline and are significantly higher when averaging across 

all rounds (Mann-Whitney U-test, with p < 0.001, effect sizes range between 0.38 and 0.44 for the four 

comparisons). Mean contributions gradually but significantly atrophy from 53.54% to 19.38% from the 



  

first to the final round in the baseline (Mann-Whitney U-test, with p <0.001), while they similarly 

significantly decay in the AD treatment from 64.42% to 51.24% (p=0.037). In contrast, we failed to 

detect significant differences in the average contributions in the two treatments where discretionary 

contributions were present (PS, PD) between the first and final rounds (2-sided Wilcoxon matched-pair 

signed-rank tests, with p>0.2848). Hence, while the hierarchical treatments of PS and PD did not 

significantly raise mean contribution levels across all rounds, they were able to sustain the original 

cooperation levels.  

FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE   

We now turn our attention to mean contributions in the final round. The results in Table 2 demonstrate 

that across all HPGG treatments, average contribution shares continue to outperform the baseline in the 

final period. 

TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE 

Indeed, the differences between average contribution levels vis-à-vis the baseline in the final period are 

significant for the PS, PD, and AS treatments (p < 0.0046) whereas the difference is insignificant for 

AD (p = 0.1637). These results suggest that hierarchy is capable of sustaining cooperation levels and 

preventing the decay in contribution levels when incorporating discretionary contributions, although 



  

with certain caveats. Furthermore, the differences between PS-AD and PD-AD are both significant (p 

< 0.001). These results further highlight the variation among the various HPGG treatments and the 

concomitant need to circumspectly employ discretionary mechanisms when endeavouring to sustain 

cooperation levels.  

Our results (PD > PS > AS > AD) therefore compare to our initial behavioral predictions regarding 

preference rankings. Contribution levels are higher when managers can contribute themselves and the 

absence of discretionary contribution weakens the capacity of managers to sustain contribution levels 

of their subordinates. When managers are absent from contributing, static managerial returns remove 

the possibility for shirking, thereby improving the cooperative propensities of their subordinates. 

4.1.2. Contribution shares across Treatments over Time 

We now examine workers’ and managers’ contribution shares using Tobit regression models, 

reported in Table 3, with the proportional variable “Contribution share” as the dependent variable. 

Tobit models are required given that the dependent variable has several data points at zero or one. All 

models are therefore specified with the lower bound zero and the upper bound one, which follows 

analytical approaches used in prior work (e.g. Ambrus & Greiner, 2012). The regressions are divided in 

three subsets for round 1 (Models 1 to 3), rounds 2 to 9 (Models 4 to 8), and round 10 (Models 9 to 13). 

The first summary Model 1 shows that managers contribute significantly more than their workers in 

round 1 (p< 0.011). This result can also be found for PS (Model 2) and PD (Model 3), in which the 

correlations are marginally significant (with p< 0.079 for PS and p< 0.076 for PD). These findings 

indicate that managers, as second movers, behave in the first round similar to managers that work in a 

leading-by-example setting (e.g. Güth et al., 2007). The results in Model 1 further show that both 

discretionary mechanisms, as well as their interaction term are insignificant (p< 0.546). 



  

For rounds 2 to 9, we add the variable receiving share in the previous round, and we find positive 

and significant results in the summary Model 4 as well as PS, AS and AD in Models 5,6, and 8 (with 

p< 0.029). However, in Model 7, we find insignificant results for prior receiving shares (p< 0.737) 

which suggests that managers, who determine the receiving shares in this treatment, cannot 

significantly increase their workers’ contribution shares in PD.  The variable round is also positively 

associated with contribution shares for the summary in Model 4 (p< 0.014), as well PS in Model 5 (p< 

0.056) and PD in Model 7 (p< 0.027). These results indicate that, overall, subjects tended to increase 

contribution shares from rounds 2 to 9 whenever a manager is present. However, in the absence of a 

manager, this effect is not significant in AS and AD (p> 0.181). It is also remarkable that in PD the 

increase in contribution shares can be found as rounds increase, but not because a manager allocates 

higher receiving shares. These findings already point towards managers’ ability to shape contributions 

under some conditions, which we will discuss in more detail below.

TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE 

Turning to end-game behavior in round 10, we find in summary Model 9 insignificant results for 

managers (p= 0.570) as well as discretionary returns (p= 0.280) and the interaction term between both 

discretionary mechanisms (p= 0.287). Discretionary contributions show a significant positive effect 

that can also be seen in the left panel of Figure 2, which shows that worker contributions are marginally 

higher in the two treatments where discretionary contributions are present (PS, PD) rather than absent 

(AS, AD). This shows that the presence of discretionary contributions significantly increases average 

worker contribution shares in the final round (Table 3 Model 9 with p=0.022), suggesting that the 

presence of a contributing manager can alleviate typical end-game behavior. Model 9 (summary model 

for round 10), Model 10 (PS), Model 12 (PD) and Model 13 (AD) further all show for prior receiving 



  

share insignificant relationships (p> 0.101). This indicates that reputation effects that accumulated in 

earlier rounds, are not necessarily carried over even in the end-game situation. However, this result is 

different for the treatment AS which shows significance (with p= 0.018, Model 11), suggesting that 

only managers that cannot contribute and that have fixed receiving shares are able to increase 

contribution shares in the endgame situation. In addition, Models 10 and 12 show insignificant effects 

for manager (p> 0.298), which can also be seen in the right panel of Figure 2 which shows that 

managerial contributions are higher in the dynamic treatment (PD) than in its static counterpart (PS), 

albeit not statistically significant as the error bars indicate. 

FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE 

 

4.2. The Effects of Hierarchy on Accumulated Earnings and Receiving Shares 

4.2.1. Accumulated Earnings

Figure 3 depicts the average accumulated earnings at the end of round 10 across the baseline and 

HPGG treatments, decomposed into subject role. Figure 3 illustrates that workers experience lower 

accumulated earnings in the two HPGG treatments where managerial discretionary contributions were 

absent than in the baseline PGG. This is due to the structure of these treatments, which allowed only 

three workers to contribute to the public good. This result shows that hierarchy cannot compensate, 

when compared to the baseline condition, for contributions of the fourth contributor. 

Using an OLS regression with accumulated earnings i.e. total amount of tokens after round ten, as 

the dependent variable, we find that the managers’ accumulated earnings are significantly higher than 



  

that of the workers (Table 4, OLS regression in Model 14, p<0.001). These results corroborate the 

work of Van der Heijden et al. (2009), who also found that the average earnings of leaders were 

significantly higher than for their respective workers. In addition, we find – not surprisingly – that the 

mean accumulated earnings of both managers and workers are highest in the two treatments where 

discretionary contributions are present (Table 3, OLS regression in Model 11, p<0.001).

FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE 

2.2. Receiving Shares across Treatments over Time 

In this section, we again use Tobit regression models with the proportional variable “Receiving 

share” as the dependent variable. As above, all models are specified with the lower bound zero and the 

upper bound one. The models are reported in Table 4. The summary Model 1 for rounds one to nine 

shows that managers obtain a significantly higher receiving share (p= 0.001), which essentially also 

explains why managers finish with higher accumulated earnings. Endowing managers with 

discretionary returns does not significantly alter receiving shares (p= 0.337), while discretionary 

contributions negatively shape receiving shares (p= 0.012), as will be further discussed below. The 

interaction term between both discretionary mechanisms is insignificant (p= 0.363). Contribution share, 

in a given round, significantly improves receiving shares (p= 0.001). This result is also consistent for 

Models 2 to 5 (p< 0.022). It shows that managers, endowed in all HPGG treatments with the discretion 

to determine the workers’ receiving shares, are sensitive to the workers’ contributions. In other words, 

those who contribute more also receive more. Model 2 shows that managers in PS do not receive 

significantly more (p= 0.442), which is to be expected since the managers’ returns are static. Model 3 



  

reports the same results. Model 4 finds highly significant positive effects for managers (p= 0.001), who 

leverage their position in the PD condition and which confirms our initial predictions. Model 3 and 5 

are the only models that show the variable round to be significant (this variable is insignificant in 

Models 1, 2 and 4 with p> 0.168). More precisely, in Model 3 (AS) round is negatively correlated with 

receiving share (p= 0.038), while in Model 5 (AD) round is positively correlated with receiving share 

(p= 0.003). These mixed findings are remarkable given that AD is the worst performing treatment 

concerning contribution shares5. Below we discuss the increase and decrease of receiving shares in 

more detail. 

TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE 

Moving on to examine the end-game in round 10, the summary Model 6 reports qualitatively what we 

already found in Model 1. Managers have a significantly higher receiving share (p= 0.001); 

Discretionary returns is insignificant (p= 0.519), while discretionary contributions significantly reduce 

receiving shares (p= 0.040), while the interaction term is insignificant (p= 0.370). Contribution share is 

again significant and positively correlated (p= 0.001) with the dependent variable. Model 7 only shows 

insignificant results (p> 0.256). Models 8 and 10 find similar results, as contribution share in both 

models is significantly correlated with receiving share (p< 0.037). Finally, Model 9 finds positive 

significant results for manager (p< 0.001), but not contribution share (p= 0.528) which would indicate 

that managers in PD ignore contributions in the end-game in order to misappropriate the returns on 

5 Note that both coefficients are rather low, with 0.004 and -0.004, which suggests that the individual participant is unlikely 
to detect any improvements.



  

their own behalf, further confirming our initial expectation that managers with full discretion on the 

input and output side will appropriate more than workers. 

To better understand worker and manager behavior, we now examine receiving shares across all 

rounds. We start with a graphical representation of the receiving shares. The left panel of Figure 4 

depicts that when discretionary returns are dynamic and discretionary contributions are absent (i.e. 

AD), workers experience a gradual increase in mean receiving shares until round 8, before witnessing a 

gradual decay to the level experienced in the first round. The mean receiving shares of workers over the 

ten rounds thus follows an inverted U-shape (left panel). Conversely, managers on average distribute to 

themselves falling mean receiving shares until round 8, whereupon they rapidly increase, yielding a U-

shaped curve. The right panel of Figure 4 shows that when discretionary returns are dynamic and 

discretionary contributions are present (i.e. PD), the mean receiving shares of managers increases 

rapidly over time, whereas workers experience a slight rise preceding a gradual deterioration in their 

mean receiving share over the remaining rounds. The presence of discretionary contributions thus 

yields similar U-shape and inverted U-shape curves for managers and workers, respectively. The 

curvature of the receiving shares in both panels in Figure 4 is also statistically significant. Model 11 in 

Table 4 only considers the workers in the treatments with dynamic discretionary returns (PD and AD). 

The model confirms the above findings that discretionary contributions reduce receiving shares (p< 

0.001). The described inverted u-shaped relationship for worker’s receiving shares can be found in the 

variables “Round” and “Round squared” (p< 0.048). Models 12 and 13 show the corresponding 

findings, i.e. a u-shaped relationship for manager’s receiving shares can be found in the variables 

“Round” and “Round squared” (p< 0.018). Contribution share in PD (Model 12) is insignificant (p= 

0.446). 



  

FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE 

The above results suggest that managers engage in an activity which we term “strategic luring”. This 

activity describes how second-mover managers try to induce, sustain and enhance cooperative behavior 

over time by sacrificing some of their own receiving shares (i.e. setting ) in the formative 𝑠𝑘,𝑡 < 0.25

rounds in order to nudge the workers into higher contribution levels, only to personally arrogate a 

greater share of the public good in the later stages of the game (Figure 4, left panel). In other words, in 

AD second-mover managers signal benevolence in earlier rounds of the game, only to 

disadvantageously distribute the value of the public good to the workers in later stages. Interestingly, 

our results also show that workers allow the managers to reap profit at the end, even though the former 

may witness their superiors´ increasingly expropriative behavior. In the PD treatment (Figure 4, right 

panel), a slightly different logic applies as managers engage in strategic luring – however without 

acting benevolently, by setting  in all rounds. In other words, managers are not only 𝑠𝑘,𝑡 > 0.25

opportunistic in the sense that they exploit immediate opportunities. Rather, they simply take from the 

pot with the workers seemingly accepting this behavior by allowing the former to profit from the 

increased contributions at the expense of their own receiving shares which exhibit a gradual decay 

through the game. It is also remarkable that traditional end-game effects were largely unnoticeable 

which lends further credence to the notion of strategic luring on the part of the managers. 

5.  Discussion 

The findings of the present study strongly suggest that, irrespective of HPGG treatment, hierarchy is 

more capable of sustaining worker cooperation levels and ameliorating the characteristic decay in 

contributions than in the manager-less baseline condition (Andreoni, 1988; Cinyabuguma et al., 2005). 



  

Managers endowed with discretionary powers over organizational inputs and outputs are thereby able 

to lead workers to more efficient outcomes. These findings corroborate prior experimental findings that 

managers can lead by example and galvanize cooperation by signaling a willingness to contribute to the 

public good (Güth et al., 2007; Levati et al., 2007; Jack & Recalde, 2014; Keuschnigg & Schikora, 

2014; Sutter & Rivas, 2014; Harrell & Simpson, 2015; Sahin et al., 2015; Frackenpohl et al., 2016). 

Within the social psychology field, prior studies have focused on how positive worker perceptions of 

their managers induce cooperative behavior. For example, De Cremer and van Knippenberg (2003) 

found that worker beliefs in the procedural fairness of their superiors elicited higher follower 

contribution levels, while De Cremer et al. (2005) similarly highlighted the importance of distributive 

justice on the part of the leaders in engendering the cooperative urges of group members.  

However, the gains from cooperation do not accrue equally to managers and workers. Rather, 

managers gain at the expense of their workers as witnessed by the significant differences between the 

receiving shares of managers and workers which extend into the end period (illustrated by the U-shape 

and inverted U-shape, respectively), and consequently, enjoy higher aggregated earnings than their 

subordinates. This finding is interesting given that many prior experimental studies find that leaders 

end up worse off than followers, as the latter tend to contribute less (Moxnes & Van der Heijden, 2003; 

Haigner & Wakolbinger, 2010) i.e. followers do not exhibit conditional cooperation or positive 

reciprocity. Similarly, Van Leeuwen et al. (2018) reported that followers/workers contributed less than 

their managers. Conversely, our findings lend support to other studies which find that leaders earned 

significantly more than workers (Van der Heijden et al., 2009). 

We label the apparent mechanism through which managers earn more than their underlings as 

“strategic luring”. In AD managers exercise self-sacrificing behavior in the initial rounds, cognizant of 

the fact that they can thereby engender higher worker contribution shares, before misappropriating the 



  

proceeds of team output in later rounds for themselves. This managerial opportunism was similarly 

detected in certain instances by Van der Heijden et al. (2009) who reported that some leaders acted 

benevolently at the beginning, only to disproportionately self-remunerate towards the end of the game. 

They explain their findings by the fact that workers are unable to separate “fair” leaders (i.e. 

intrinsically motivated to share proceeds of team output among non-shirking group members) from 

their “opportunistic” counterparts (who maximize own expected payoffs). Resultantly, opportunistic 

leaders have an inherent incentive to mimic their fair counterparts through self-sacrificial behavior in 

formative stages, thereby inducing workers to cooperate through worker beliefs that leaders are truly 

fair, only to expropriate the team output later in the game. 

Interestingly, in PS managers are also “luring” workers into becoming high-end contributors by 

becoming high-end contributors themselves. Realizing that high contributions are the only way to 

improve their own earnings, managers adopt a (second-mover) leading-by-example logic. At the same 

time, workers refrain from cooperating because they fear that a manager may not adequately reward 

high contributions. Managers seem to have noticed the latter as higher receiving shares in previous 

rounds, which were determined by managers for workers, increases the likelihood of becoming a high-

end contributor6. This example shows that discretionary mechanisms also allow for more subtle ways 

of instilling cooperative behavior for both workers and managers.

We further find that discretionary mechanisms shape how opportunistic managers act. More 

precisely, on one hand we find in AD that managers may benevolently give up their fair share only to 

6 Using a Probit analysis with the binary variable ‘high-end contributor’ (i.e. contribution shares equal or greater than 75%) 
as the dependent variable, we find two variables which increase the likelihood of participants becoming high-end 
contributors. First, managers are likely to become high-end contributors, and second, high worker receiving shares are likely 
to increase the prevalence that workers become high-end contributors (both with p< 0.05). The regression is available on 
request. We thank an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.



  

act opportunistic at the end. On the other hand, managers may never display benevolence in PD but 

instead be in a situation where their discretionary powers allow them to misappropriate 

opportunistically at any point in time. We show that discretionary mechanisms concerning input and 

output are central to understanding such managerial behavior. Our findings concur with recent 

experimental work into managerial opportunism. Nikiforadis et al. (2014) reported systematic 

exploitation of junior workers by their superiors. In other words, our results cast doubts on the notion 

that benevolent managers subjugate private interests for the betterment of the collective (Arbak & 

Villeval, 2013).

This begs the question of why workers continue to contribute in the face of clear expropriative 

behavior on the part of their managers. Workers therefore do not deploy the “grim trigger” strategy of 

permanent defection after the first incidence of defection by another team member (i.e. the manager in 

this case). Several plausible explanations exist. Workers may simply be slow in revising their positive 

manager identity perceptions (which they accumulated in the initial rounds) in the light of managerial 

opportunism. They may live in hope that managers will ultimately revert back to their (perceived 

intrinsic) fair type. An alternative explanation, based on the findings of De Cremer and Van Dijk 

(2005) that leaders expropriated the public good more than followers because they felt entitled to 

behave selfishly, is that workers share the notion of managerial entitlement (given that the managers 

expend more effort in calculating returns) and therefore may be predisposed to accepting such 

disadvantageous treatment as we find in AD in which workers begrudgingly accept managerial 

opportunism because it still pays to cooperate than not. Workers face the conundrum that they benefit 

from contributing – and are spurred on by managerial self-sacrifice signaling a fair type, but must 

accept that they will be exploited. Aware of this, managers will be inclined to reward them just enough 

to make contributions worthwhile but appropriate the rest of team output. In the case of PD, we find the 



  

difference in receiving shares between manager and worker to be significant for rounds 8 to 10 

(p<0.05). Hence, workers apparently detect that the lion´s share of the team output accrues to their 

respective manager, and consequently, refrain from further increasing their contribution shares. The 

comparison of findings (from AD and PD) suggest that workers are willing to accept managerial 

opportunism and play along, even to the extent that they increase their contribution shares, but workers 

are also drawing a fine line as they withdraw their willingness to increase cooperative behaviosur based 

on how discretionary mechanism are designed. 

The pertinent issue for organizational designers is then which combinations of discretionary powers 

most optimally restrain managers from engaging in managerial loafing and surplus appropriation. 

Managers may have a predisposition to be entirely opportunistic. For example, Drouvellis et al. (2017) 

found that leaders appropriated team output for themselves rather than redistributing it and encouraging 

team production. They took the lion´s share of team output, such that workers were not better off with 

leaders. Ultimately, this would negate the role of managers and the raison d´être for hierarchical 

organizations. Given the beneficial force of benevolent managerial behavior in earlier rounds, designers 

have to avoid potential situation where managers may be inclined to self-remunerate to such an extent 

that worker net benefits from contributing fall below unity. In this respect, already Figure 1 shows that 

there are indeed nuanced differences in contribution levels across the various HPGG treatments. Most 

notably, the worst-performing HPGG treatment, AD, was characterized by managers who do not 

contribute to the public good, yet have the opportunity to disadvantageously rewarding themselves. 

6. Concluding Remarks



  

This study reports a laboratory experiment which manipulates managerial discretion over inputs and 

outputs to systematically study their effect on group member cooperation levels. We introduce a novel 

modified HPGG in order to disentangle the effects of hierarchy on contribution shares, receiving 

shares, and accumulated earnings of group members. 

This paper presents three overarching findings. Firstly, the introduction of hierarchy through the 

implementation of discretionary mechanisms sustains cooperative behavior considerably better than the 

baseline treatment without hierarchy. While inter-HPGG treatment variation is smaller than the 

differences between the various HPGG treatments and the manager-less baseline, discernible 

differences remain. Secondly, managers enjoy significantly higher monetary gains than their 

subordinates, which largely accrue from managerial appropriation on the team output in the latter 

stages of the game, where we find that discretionary mechanism alter the scope of managerial 

opportunism. Managers appear to “strategically lure” their workers into (a) erroneously believing the 

managers are fair, thereby contributing considerably to the public good, or (b) simply exploiting their 

position at any point in time. Third, workers continue to contribute even in the face of managerial 

opportunism. It would seem that they are resigned to continue cooperating (while net benefits from 

contributing remain positive) even though they are cognizant that managers appropriate the lion´s share 

of group output for themselves. 

 This study adds new insights into the growing experimental economics and social psychology 

literature into the role of leadership, specifically in the form of managerial discretion, on worker 

cooperation levels and the scope of managerial opportunism. A key difference between the present 

study and prior designs is the inclusion of discretionary powers over both inputs and outputs, which on 

one hand provides a more nuanced depiction of actual managerial roles, while on the other hand, shows 

a different level of opportunism among managers than hitherto reported (e.g. Van der Heijden et al., 



  

2009). In this sense, we add novel experimental data to corroborate the previous findings that managers 

may be inclined to exploit their position in the hierarchy at the expense of their subordinates (Einarsen 

et al., 2007; Lui et al., 2012), and ultimately therefore (through atrophied worker cooperative 

propensities), to the detriment of their organizational owners.

The observed differences between the various HPGG treatments clearly shows that prudent 

organizational design has nontrivial effects on group cooperation – especially in non-end game settings. 

Designers can thus design discretionary mechanisms to affect levels of managerial opportunism. 

Specifically, organizational designers need to especially consider under which circumstances especially 

AD and PD are an advantage. In other words, in settings where managers may be inclined to shirk, 

managerial discretion over the allocation of joint effort production should be constrained to 

circumscribe the scope of potential managerial opportunism.   

Future work could extend the conjoint input-output approach of the present study to examine the 

effect of alternative discretionary mechanisms on worker cooperation levels. Our study tested extreme 

points of discretionary contributions and discretionary returns, and it would be of interest to examine, 

for example, how fixing managerial contributions at certain levels may affect worker cooperation. 

Additionally, there is a need for more laboratory experiments which could systematically manipulate 

the level of asymmetric information over the discretionary use of both inputs and outputs (typically the 

practice in organizational hierarchies) to gauge the worker reactions to being uninformed as to the level 

of managerial contributions and/or distribution of payoffs. 
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Discretionary mechanisms and cooperation in hierarchies: An experimental study

Figure 1 Mean Contribution Share over Time by Treatment 

Figure 2 Mean Contribution Shares by Role, PS-AS & PD-AD Treatments



  

Figure 3 Mean Accumulated Earnings by Role and Treatment in Round 10

Notes: A statistically significant difference exists for the accumulated earnings between PS/PD and AS/AD. This is due to managers not 
being able to contribute. We did not find statistically significant differences between PS-PD and AS-AD. Further analysis is reported in 
the text.

Figure 4 Mean Receiving Share by Subject Role over Time, AD & PD Treatments  

Treatment



  

Discretionary mechanisms and cooperation in hierarchies: An experimental study

Table 1 Overview of the HPGG Treatments 

Discretionary rewardsManager contributions mk,t 

and receiving shares sk,t Static Dynamic

Absent Treatment AS
𝑚𝑘,𝑡 = 0

𝑠𝑘,𝑡 = 0.25

Treatment AD
𝑚𝑘,𝑡 = 0

0 ≤ 𝑠𝑘,𝑡 ≤ 1
Discretionary 

contributions
Present Treatment PS

0 ≤ 𝑚𝑘,𝑡 ≤ [ 𝐸𝑘,1 + ∑𝑡 ‒ 1

1
𝜋𝑘,𝑡 ‒ ∑𝑡 ‒ 1

1
𝑚𝑘,𝑡]

𝑠𝑘,𝑡 = 0.25

Treatment PD

0 ≤ 𝑚𝑘,𝑡 ≤ [ 𝐸𝑘,1 + ∑𝑡 ‒ 1

1
𝜋𝑘,𝑡 ‒ ∑𝑡 ‒ 1

1
𝑚𝑘,𝑡]

0 ≤ 𝑠𝑘,𝑡 ≤ 1

Table 2 Basic Demographics and Average Contributions in Round 10 by Treatment 
 Observations Average 

Age
Percentage 

Female
Average Earnings
(incl show-up fee)

Contribution Share

Baseline 40 24 50% 13.04$ .2654
Workers Manager

PS 
(present, 
static)

80 24 48.75% 17.85$ .7242 .6387

AS 
(absent, 
static)

80 25 50% 12.79$ .6343 N/A

PD 
(present, 
dynamic)

84 25 51.90% 18.83$ .6976 .7862

AD 
(absent, 
dynamic)

84 24 48.81% 12.84$ .5124 N/A

Overall 368 24 49.89% 15.07$ .6421 .7125

Notes: Statistically significant differences exist for the average contribution shares between the 
baseline and the four treatments. In addition, the differences between PS-AD and PD-AD are both 
significant. Further analysis is reported in the text.
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Table 3 Tobit Estimations with Contribution Shares for all Treatments 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
VARIABLES All PS PD All PS AS PD AD All PS AS PD AD

Round 1 2-9 10

Manager 0.217* 0.220+ 0.212+ -0.021 -0.044 0.039 -0.034 -0.104 0.077
(0.084) (0.123) (0.118) (0.032) (0.047) (0.041) (0.059) (0.084) (0.074)

DiscrRet (dynamic=1) 0.046 -0.020 -0.132
(0.077) (0.064) (0.122)

DiscrContrib (present=1) -0.031 0.085 0.267*
(0.093) (0.077) (0.116)

DiscrContr  x  DiscrRet 0.026 -0.050 -0.169
(0.114) (0.102) (0.159)

Prior Receiving Share 0.440*** 0.367* 0.511*** 0.082 0.695** 0.316 -0.403 0.706* 0.105 -0.118
(0.092) (0.168) (0.083) (0.245) (0.219) (0.192) (0.602) (0.290) (0.274) (0.493)

Round 0.014** 0.020+ 0.012 0.021* -0.003
(0.005) (0.010) (0.009) (0.009) (0.008)

Constant 0.703*** 0.690*** 0.722*** 0.484*** 0.509*** 0.479*** 0.585*** 0.490*** 0.520*** 0.816*** 0.418*** 0.680*** 0.492**
(0.045) (0.063) (0.080) (0.050) (0.061) (0.045) (0.090) (0.057) (0.095) (0.165) (0.109) (0.099) (0.166)

Observations 287 80 84 2,295 640 479 672 504 287 80 60 84 63
   N left-censored 2 0 1 61 9 16 7 29 31 6 10 3 12
   N right-censored 98 26 30 67 18 3 39 7 4 0 0 4 0
Pseudo R-squared 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.07 0.01 0.001

Notes: Robust standard errors are clustered at the group level and given in parentheses; *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05
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Table 4 Tobit Estimations with Receiving Share as Dependent Variable

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)
VARIABLES All PS AS PD AD All PS AS PD AD PD&AD 

Worker
PD 

Manager
AD 

Manager
Wealth

Round 1-9 10 All 10

Manager 0.059*** 0.002 0.115*** 0.157*** 0.002 0.305*** 0.896***
(0.017) (0.003) (0.028) (0.044) (0.002) (0.075) (0.204)

DiscrRet (dynamic=1) 0.008 0.015 -0.080
(0.008) (0.023) (0.250)

DiscrContrib (present=1) -0.025* -0.054* -0.043*** 2.259***
(0.010) (0.026) (0.011) (0.247)

DiscrContr  x  DiscrRet 0.010 0.023 0.019
(0.011) (0.025) (0.354)

Contribution Share 0.109*** 0.068*** 0.234*** 0.052* 0.144*** 0.115*** 0.020 0.321** 0.036 0.129* 0.107*** -0.058
(0.016) (0.017) (0.041) (0.022) (0.028) (0.031) (0.017) (0.103) (0.057) (0.061) (0.019) (0.076)

Round -0.001 -0.001 -0.004* -0.001 0.004** 0.009* -0.022* -0.060**
(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.009) (0.020)

Round squared -0.001* 0.003** 0.005*
(0.000) (0.001) (0.002)

Constant 0.177*** 0.208*** 0.107*** 0.189*** 0.138*** 0.161*** 0.236*** 0.014 0.142** 0.169*** 0.172*** 0.392*** 0.388*** 5.036***
(0.010) (0.011) (0.026) (0.014) (0.021) (0.023) (0.013) (0.079) (0.046) (0.037) (0.016) (0.061) (0.048) (0.186)

Observations 2,582 720 539 756 567 287 80 60 84 63 1,260 210 210 328
  N left-censored 63 6 35 5 17 25 0 12 6 7 34 1 6
  N right-censored 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 2
Pseudo R-squared 0.12 0.06 0.21 0.24 0.16 0.16 0.03 0.25 0.42 0.11 0.14 0.11 0.08
R-squared 0.363

Notes: Robust standard errors are clustered at the group level and given in parentheses; *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05
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Highlights

 We study the effect of managerial discretion over inputs and outputs on cooperation.

 We gather experimental data from 368 subjects playing a hierarchical public goods game.

 Different discretionary mechanisms have different effects on cooperation and managerial 

opportunism. 

 We find that managers nudge workers into making higher contributions in certain settings.

 Discretionary mechanisms are therefore critical for the design of hierarchy.


